A close analogue for some hypergroup measure algebras of the structure semigroup theorem of J. L. Taylor for convolution measure algebras is constructed: a structure semihypergroup representation is made for the hypergroup measure and its spectrum. This is done for those hypergroup measure algebras that satisfy a condition known as the structure-strong condition. This condition is that the norm-closure of the linear span of the spectrum of the hypergroup measure algebra is a commutative B*-algebra. Then examples of hypergroups whose measure algebras satisfy this condition are given. They include the space of B-orbits of G, where B is a finite solvable group of automorphisms on a locally compact abelian group G. (The hypergroup measure algebra may be identified with the algebra of B-invariant measures on G.) Other examples are the algebra of central measures on a compact, connected, semisimple Lie group, and the algebra of rotation invariant measures on the plane. 
Introduction
Our goal has been to duplicate, for hypergroup measure algebras, the program of Joseph L. Taylor. He developed his structure semigroup representation of commutative group measure algebras and successfully applied it to the study of the structure of those algebras. (See Taylor [17] .) The results of Taylor 320 W. Christopher Lang [2] encompass essentially only commutative semigroup measure algebras. The hope is to extend his results to noncommutative algebras or algebras not arising from groups. Here, under the restricted hypothesis of the structure-strong condition, a close analogue to the structure semigroup representation (Taylor [17, 3.2.3] ) is built, for certain hypergroup measure algebras. These measure algebras include the algebra of central measures on a compact connected semisimple Lie group, and the algebra of rotation invariant measures on the plane. These examples rely on the calculations of their spectra by D. Ragozin [11] , [12] . A different class of examples is provided by the algebra of measures on a locally compact abelian group which are invariant under a finite solvable group of automorphisms.
Another approach to structural representations of hypergroup measure algebras is found in C. Dunkl [3] . His theorem [3, 1.5] resembles the "structure semihypergroup" Theorem 4.1 below; Dunkl requires a condition on the spectrum of the measure algebra different than the "structure-strong" condition introduced in Section 3 below. Dunkl gives a sharper condition [3, 3.1] which ensures that certain simple algebras satisfy the hypotheses of [3, Theorem 1.5], and gives examples, such as the hypergroup measure algebra arising from ultraspherical series, which satisfy the conditions. These results resemble Ragozin's results [11] , [12] . Dunkl conjectured that the algebra of central measures on a compact simple Lie group also satisfies his condition [3, 3.1] . (As stated above, our "structure-strong" condition will be shown to hold for the algebra of central measures on a compact connected semisimple Lie group.)
The definition of hypergroup is given in Jewett [9] , our basic reference on hypergroups (which he calls "convos"). Essentially, a hypergroup H is a locally compact space with a binary operation H xH -» PM(H), where PM{H) is the set of probability measures on H, satisfying certain "convolution properties" (see below). Examples are provided by many orbit spaces, for example, the orbits in the plane, of the group of all rotations about the origin, form a hypergroup. The hypergroup operation corresponds to the convolution of rotation-invariant measures on the plane. Another example is given by the algebra of central measures on a compact group (the underlying hypergroup is the space of inner automorphism orbits, that is, conjugacy classes.) (See Ross [14] for more information of an expository nature.)
Hypergroups as defined by Jewett have the following three important properties.
(a) fn/dfi * v = f H f H {f H fd Px * p y }d/z(i)dv{y) for all >i,v e M{H), [3] The structure of hypergroup measure algebras 321 (b) If fi, v € M(H) are probability measures, then /j, * u is a probability measure.
(c) M(H) with * is a Banach algebra.
These properties are the features of a hypergroup we will generally use. Normally, we will assume hypergroups to be commutative (that is, M(H) is a commutative Banach algebra).
We set down some definitions and notation. Our principal references are Taylor [17] , Jewett [9] , and Rennison [13] . Let X be locally compact and Hausdorff. Let M(X) be the set of all finite regular complex Borel measures on X. We will denote by p x the point mass at x € X. Let Co(X) be the space of all continuous functions which vanish at infinity (that is, for e > 0 there exists a compact K C X such that |/(x)| < e for all x $. K). Let CQQ{X) be the space of all continuous functions with compact support. Then the Riesz representation theorem says that Co(X)* = M(X) by the isometric isomorphism \i -• F M : M(X) -• Co(X)*, where F^f) = f x fdfj, for all / G C 0 (X).
We now consider certain products of M{H)* and M{H)** for a hypergroup H. Suppose H is a commutative hypergroup. A fortiori H is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then M(H) is an L-space (see Taylor [17, 2.1.1]), and hence M(H)* is a commutative unital B*-algebra. This follows from Taylor [17, 2.3] ; the product given on M(H)** is the product of Sreider generalized functions. (For / e M{H)*, for each \i e M(H) let /" € L°°{H,fi) be the pessentially bounded function that corresponds to / restricted to L l {H,n). Then {fp}fi€M(H) is the generalized function for / . So f{v) = J H / M dv for any v <C /i. Now consider / , g € M(H)*. They have generalized functions {/ M }, {<7 M } respectively. Then fg is the bounded linear functional whose generalized function is l /^} . That is, define fg e M{H)* by {fg)(n) = f H f^ dp for all (i e M{H). Also, the involution on M(H)* is defined by /*(/*) = f(p)~ for all // G M(H), f e M(H)* (so the generalized function of /* is {(//*)"}• Here p, is the usual involution of M(H) (and the other superscript bars are complex convolution). The unit of M{H)* is l(/x) = fi(H) = f H ld/x, so the generalized function is just the constant one function. That this is well defined and makes M(H)* a commutative unital B*-algebra is Theorem 2.3.4 of Taylor [17] .)
The Arens product on M(H)** is defined in three stages (this is actually the right Arens product) as follows.
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The following lemma will be useful. 1 dp = PROOF. Without loss of generality let ||p|| = 1. Clearly p > 0 implies f k 1 dp = \\p\\. By polar decomposition, dp = hd\p\ where \h\ = 1 p-a..e. Suppose h = a + Pi (a, /? real-valued). Then 1 = f k 1 dp = f k ad\p\ so f k /3d\p\ -0 and J k ad\p\ = 1. Since \h\ = 1 p-a.e., -1 < a < 1 p-a.e. This forces a = 1 p-a.e. 
Semihypergroups
Here a usable notion of semihypergroup is defined and some basic theory is developed.
DEFINITION.
A semihypergroup K is a locally compact Hausdorff space with the following properties.
(a) The space M(K) of finite complex regular Borel measures has a product * making it a Banach algebra.
(b) The product of probability measures on K is always a probability measure.
(c) The product is weak-* jointly continuous on the unit ball of M(K). Note that a compact semihypergroup is also a semiconvo as defined by Jew-
We say K is unital if there exists e G K such that p e is a unit for the Banach algebra M(K). [5] The structure of hypergroup measure algebras 323 PROOF. Let / e C 0 (K) and n, v G M(K). Consider the map r? -> J K fdy.*ri. Since r\ -* fj,*ri is weak-* continuous (which follows from assumption (c) on K), the map is linear and weak-* continuous on M{K). So by the lemma, there exists h e CQ{K) such that r) -
dp k * pi dp(fc) di/(i).
A^ote. As with hypergroups, we often write f(k*l) = J K f dp k *pi for k,l € K and / € Co(K), even though fc * / does not represent a point in K. By assumption (c) for semihypergroups, we know that a f(k * 1) is jointly continuous on K x K. With this notation, the conclusion of t h e proposition reads / I f{k * I) dfj,{k) du{l) = I fdfi*v.
JKJK JK
Also / e K A means /(* * I) = /(*)/(/) for all fc, I e K. 
). Since k * Z has no independent meaning, we must formulate this definition using functions.
Note that <j> extends in a natural way to be an algebra homomorphism of measure algebras. EXAMPLES. Some examples of hypergroups whose measure algebras satisfy the structure-strong condition are given by countable discrete hypergroups whose hypergroup characters form a hypergroup; see Jewett [9, 7.3] . For them, the hypergroup algebra L 1 (H) and the measure algebra coincide, and the spectrum is just the set of hypergroup characters. (See Jewett [9, 6.3] .) A discrete countable commutative hypergroup which fails to satisfy this condition appears in Lasser [10, Remark 1 following Proposition 1]. Lasser defines the hypergroup analogue of almost periodic functions. His example is of a hypergroup whose almost periodic functions do not span an algebra (under pointwise product). In fact, Lasser shows this by showing that the product of two certain hypergroup characters is not almost periodic, but all hypergroup characters are almost periodic (as is any linear combination).
Examples which are less trivial in the sense that their measure algebras differ from their hypergroup (function) algebras are developed in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper.
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Structure semihypergroups
We are now ready to state and prove the following theorem. The proof follows Rennison's proof of Taylor's theorem [17, 3.2.3 ] (see Rennison [13] ).
THEOREM 4 . 1 . Suppose H is a (locally compact Hausdorff) commutative hypergroup such that M(H) is structure-strong. Then there is a compact commutative semihypergroup K, known as the structure semihypergroup of M(H), and an order-preserving linear algebra homomorphism fi -^ HK '• M(H)
-»• M(K) such that (a) Every f e AM(H) arises as /(//) = f K fd(i K for all^e M(H), for some f eK A ,
and AM(H) is exactly K
A in this way, 
PROOF. The assumption that M(H) is structure-strong is the assumption that A = closed linear span of AM(H) in M(H)* is a commutative unital

If / € M{H)* and ft € M(H), then
IffE M{HY and F € M{H)**, then use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030809 [8] For o i , . . . , a n G C and 
It is enough to show that FG-GF
Since FG -GF is bounded and linear, this must hold for any f G A.
Thus that algebra is commutative, and Lemma 4.1.4 is complete.
Thus A* inherits the commutative Banach algebra structure of M(H)"/A°. We may use the Arens product to write down the product of A*; this is well defined by the lemmas above.
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Now define t h e m a p n -> HK '• M(H) -* M(K), as follows:
where (1) is canonical (2) is canonical: p, is an restricted to A (3) is the adjoint of the inverse Gelfand transform followed by the Riesz representation theorem. Now by Taylor We also have the equation: (1) and (2)). Now we show that the product of two probability measures is a probability measure: Let n, v G M(K) be probability measures. Let F, G € A* correspond to /x, v respectively. The following theorem shows that in a natural way, structure semihypergroup homomorphisms are unique. f K fdfXK ° a~1 (note we write / for the inverse Gelfand transform of / ) . Thus
To see that a is a hypergroup homomorphism, note that / -+ / o a:
, it is easy to see that this is true for all / € C{Y).
The hypergroup of B-orbits of G, where B is a finite solvable group and G is a locally compact abelian group
These interesting examples of hypergroups resemble group measure algebras in that the product of any two point-masses has finite support. These measure algebras will be shown to satisfy the structure-strong condition.
First we consider how B acts on various algebras. We will customarily consider B = {e,/?i,... ,0 n -i} as a solvable group of order n, acting on G as automorphisms. We may also think of B as acting on Go The following lemma will often be used without explicit reference:
PROOF. Consider / G G 0 (G). Then for 0 € B, f fd{n*v)o0= I fop~1dn*v
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A corollary of this result is that if n, v G M(G) are /^-invariant, so is n * u. Another corollary is that if / G AM(G), then fop G AM(G) for any 0 € B. Of course it is clear that in CQ(G), (f °0)(g°0)
= (fg) o 0 for all 0 G B (pointwise product). Also, we have the following lemma. We are now ready for the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose A and B are finite groups of automorphisms on a locally compact abelian group G, with A a normal subgroup of B. Suppose B/A -Z p for p a prime number. Suppose f G M(G)* is B-invariant and multiplicative on B-invariant measures. Then there exists rj G M(G) such that f v is multiplicative on A-invariant measures and is A-invariant.
PROOF. First it makes sense to think of B/A as acting on .A-invariant measures, by fi o (0A) = n o 0 (p .A-invariant, 0 G B). This is well defined because H o (0ai) -fi o (0a?) for all ori, c*2 G A. (This follows from the normality of A inB.)
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030809
Now B/A = Z p , so there exists /? € B such that (3A generates B/A as a cyclic group of order p. From now on, when we write /? or 0A, we refer to that generator.
Define [15]
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where f(n) = l/p£^o fU)e~a itin^p = I / P E J I O K^^) )^2^7^ (This is just the inversion theorem for the Fourier transform on C(Z P ).) Now let k = 0. We get n{E) = /(0) = E^= o ( l / p E^o^(^(^) ) e -2 7 r i n i / p ) -So /i = £E=o(l/P E>=o e2ninj / p fio/3). The terms of this sum are the claimed formulas. We already know that the fcth parts are unique. So all we need to do is check that these terms are of the correct types. So compute (re-index sum; sum is really Haar measure on Z p ). So This completes Claim 7, and the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let B be a solvable finite group of automorphisms on a locally compact abelian group G. Then if f € M(G)* is B-invariant and multiplicative on B-invariant measures, there exists r) € M(G) such that f^ € AM(G).
PROOF. Use the theorem and induction; B solvable means B can be written
With the preceding theorem, it becomes easy to show that M ( G ) B is structure-strong. In fact A ( M ( G ) B ) spans an algebra (even before the closure is taken). REMARK. In the next section, hypergroup measure algebras first studied by Ragozin will be shown to be structure-strong. These examples arise from the orbit spaces of certain infinite groups of automorphisms. It seems natural to attempt to generalize the preceding example to infinite groups B, say B an infinite cartesian product of finite groups. However, difficulties arise, which make it unclear whether such algebras are structure-strong. (for / , g € AMg(G)) is still unresolved.
Other examples of structure-strong hypergroup measure algebras
Here two examples will be considered, which were studied by D. Ragozin [11, 12] .
Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group, for example, SU (2) . Using the characterization of AZM(G) due to D. Ragozin [11] of measures invariant under the group T of all rotations around the origin is structure-strong. The difficulty here is that T is not finite; those techniques do not apply. However, the results of D. Ragozin [12] do apply. (see Jewett [9, 9.3] ). Since c is continuous and J G C?o([0,00)), it is clear that the pointwise product of two characters may be uniformly approximated by sums of characters. Therefore the closure under the uniform norm of the linear span of (Rj-)
A is a Banach algebra. The norm matches the norm of M{R%.)*. Since the characters are real-valued, the Banach algebra they span is a B*-algebra, where involution is just complex conjugation, and the unit is J(0x) = 1. Note that Hartmann, Henrichs, and Lasser [6] , show a more general result that (GB) A is a hypergroup, where G is a locally compact group and B is a group of automorphisms of G which contains the inner automorphisms, and is relatively compact with respect to the Birkhoff topology. Thus A M ( i 2 £ ) spans a commutative unital I?*-algebra, and M{Rj.) is a structure-strong measure algebra.
